Doing a PhD with
an assistant mandate
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Course preparation, copy correction, students not always focused, publications, thesis,... For assistants, the list of stressful
elements to manage can be long. The purpose of this document is to share a few tips on how to better manage them.
First of all, get to know the assistants in your department but also through other networks (via the doctoral network in your
university, during conferences, training sessions, etc.). They will be able to share their experiences and strategies with you.
Teaching is not really learned from books: it is mostly a question of experience and training.
Also take advantage of the resources, services and tools offered by your university. For example, take part in the various
training courses on classical and innovative teaching methods. If your university does not offer such training courses, ask the
other universities of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. In addition, some other training courses on more innovative methods,
such as the thiagi method, are also sometimes organized more sporadically. Find out more from your university’s doctoral
support service (see box at the end of this sheet). Also take part in training in transversal competencies, such as training in
stress management, time management, project management, etc.
If you are starting your first year of your PhD and you feel a little lost, you are not alone. The first year of the thesis is a year rich
in discoveries: discovery of the research unit, the organization of TD/TP, the subject to be given, the pedagogy to adopt, etc...
It is therefore sometimes difficult to find time to concentrate on one’s research. It even happens for some people to start their
first year without having a defined thesis project. This first year of thesis will therefore allow you to refine your thesis project
and discover how best to manage your teaching tasks related to the assistant mandate.
The greatest difficulty generally encountered by assistants is to devote time to their research, among other things because
they do not always have precise specifications. It may indeed seem difficult to evaluate the hours dedicated to their supervisory tasks (hours taken up by preparing courses, correcting assignments, exams, etc). The first thing to do is to evaluate these
hours as best as possible and to establish a set of specifications with your thesis supervisor. Establishing a clear schedule is
important because then you will know the division between service activities and tasks related to your thesis project. Also
establish with your thesis supervisor a work schedule that includes, for example, fixed days of the week devoted solely to the
thesis. This work schedule should also take into account the schedules of your colleagues and your department. If at a certain
point in time your specifications and/or schedule no longer suit you, do not wait to make an appointment with your thesis
supervisor to readjust them.
Once you have defined your specifications and your schedule, you will be able to organize your working time more easily.
Below you will find some tips to help you manage your time:

→T
 he organization of your working time is personal, it depends on your discipline, the functioning of your research
unit and your personality. It may be best to arrange full days of TP/TD and full days of research during the week, for
example; to arrange all your TP/TD every other week; or to spread them out over every day of the week and still spend
2-3 hours of your day on research. The most important thing is to organize your work time conscientiously and
realistically.

→D
 epending on the time of the year, thesis work and assistantships vary in intensity. As we know, during the teaching period, the working time devoted to the assistantship is more important, while the summer is more devoted to
the thesis. However, it is strongly discouraged to wait for these “off-peak” periods such as summer to begin your
research. If you can’t afford to devote a full day a week to your thesis, block out even a few hours a week. The main
thing is to avoid to completely disconnecting from your research...getting back into it after weeks or months of disconnection is never easy.

→W
 hen you block these moments devoted to research, try to stick to them uncompromisingly and not be tempted by
other short-term responsibilities (answering students’ emails for example). Although it is quite natural to procrastinate (see “Facing difficulties” sheet), focusing only on short tasks in these moments devoted to research is a form
of procrastination. The word “trying” is important here. Indeed, the work of an assistant is interdependent of the
course schedules and the activities relayed by the Faculty and the professors and therefore often quite unpredictable.
This is why, although it is important to plan blocks of periods to help you structure yourself, it is also crucial to remain
flexible and to take advantage of unexpected quiet moments to focus on your objectives and not to feel guilty when
you do not succeed in respecting your schedule.

→A
 lso be uncompromising with the hours you dedicate to welcoming students.
→A
 t certain key moments of your PhD training, make sure to target the interventions (conferences, publications,
competitions) which are closely linked to the thesis and which will allow you to go forward.

→C
 onsult the sheets “Facing the challenges” and “Writing your thesis” for more information on planning, time management, and procrastination.

Each department or research unit has its own organization of work, the rules of which are generally tacit. In order to
facilitate the insertion within your research unit/department, we advise you to:

→C
 ommunicate to the other members on the days of the week when you work outside the Faculty (if you are part-time
for example);

→ Clearly indicate your hours of availability and respect them;
→ Adapt your holidays to the academic calendar;
→ Ask questions and participate in formal and informal unit/departmental meetings (1).
Are you about to give your first TD or TP? Here are a few tips to help you practice (2) :

→T
 hink about the purpose of the course. What is the link of this TD/TP to student training? Formulating this objective
will help you to define where you want to go, what points you need to go deeper into, what others you need to avoid
getting lost in...

→T
 ry as much as possible to get in touch with the assistants who provided TD/TP in previous years and who will be able
to direct you to tips, course materials, bibliography, for example.

→T
 hink about your teaching style: do you want content that is more interactive, more text-based, more practical? A bit
of everything? Then try to adapt the course to it. Add references, types of exercises, establish a certain style, readjust
the order of information, etc.). The most enjoyable thing is often to work with works, texts, practices, themes that you
like, that have spoken to you as a student, for example. It is easier to invest in something that you like (3) !

Finally, here are some tips on how to communicate with students [4] :

→T
 ry to reduce the usual distance between teacher and student to allow to create a better group dynamic. For example, try to remember their first names.

→ Identify at the beginning of the year the people in the administration (secretary, administrative manager, registration,
etc.) to whom you can redirect students in case of problems. This will help you to delegate the many questions from
students.

→ In order to anticipate your students’ questions, or simply to avoid an invasion of emails or students at the end of your
course, you can: write and circulate a written support, plan a standby, plan a time for questions at the end or at the
beginning of each course (for example: have the students write a question related to the course at the beginning or
at the end of the session, gather them together and then pick a few to answer them).

→ If you feel comfortable, test the use of social networks: a private Facebook group, for example (consider creating a
dedicated account for interaction with the discussion group). Twitter, Wooclap and Mentimeter can also be very good
teaching tools.
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Looking for more good advice? Here are a few cool articles where you can find what you’re looking for:

→R
 ions un peu pendant les cours à l’université (Let’s laugh a little while we’re at the university)
→D
 écouvrir 12 pratiques pédagogiques actives pour l’enseignement supérieur
(Discover 12 active pedagogical practices for higher education)

→ « Zen, restons zen»: les conseils d’une psychologue aux doctorant.e.s enseignant.e.s en quête de sérénité
(“Zen, let’s stay Zen”: advice from a psychologist to doctoral students teaching in search of serenity)

→G
 érer la communication avec les étudiants (première partie) (Managing communication with students (Part 1))
→ Gérer la communication avec les étudiants (deuxième partie)(Managing communication with students (Part Two))
→ Évaluer, corriger : comment, pourquoi ? (Evaluate, correct: how, why?)
→P
 remier(s) cours: posture, charisme, ou l’attitude à adopter (First lesson(s): posture, charisma, or the attitude to adopt)
→P
 réparation des premiers cours (Preparation of the first courses)
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INFORMATION & CONTACT
UNamur, Euraxess Unit

euraxess@unamur.be,
https://www.unamur.be/en/research/euraxess

ULB, PhD Unit

doctorat@ulb.be, www.ulb.be/doctorat

UMons, Doctorate Unit

phd@umons.ac.be

UCLouvain, PhD unit

doctorat-adre@uclouvain.be

ULiège, PhD Unit

doctorat@uliege.be, www.recherche.uliege.be/doctorat

USaint-Louis Brussels, Doctoral Unit

doctorat@usaintlouis.be and https://www.usaintlouis.be/sl/2877.html

The PhD@Work project aims to strengthen and enhance the transversal skills of researchers. It is an integrated and inter-university project
which has several sub-objectives: to continue the effort already made to strengthen the transversal skills of PhD students and PhDs, in better
adequacy with the needs of the socio-economic world; to promote these skills to recruiters in order to improve the employability of PhDs and
to support innovation; to develop supports, tools and support for professional integration; and to organize communication and events aimed
at PhD students and PhDs as well as academics and companies. The project leader is the ASBL Objectif Recherche and the partner universities
are UMONS, UCLouvain, USaint-Louis Brussels, ULB, UNamur and ULiège.
The PhD Welcome Pack was written by UNamur in collaboration with the partners of the PhDs@Work project.
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